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Featured articles and news

Architects for Social Housing - interview

We talked to ASH's Simon Elmer about empty homes, estate
regeneration, anarchist squatters, Grenfell, and more.

Britain's historic paving
Like vernacular buildings,
paving can tell us a lot
about local distinctiveness
and Britain’s complex
geology.

Fighting flooding
Sir James Bevan,
Environment Agency CEO,
on the future of flood
protection.

Carillion
"Greed on stilts" -
committee criticise
Carillion's board for
protecting bonuses.

Blacklisting
After 6 years, the Met admit
they supplied information for
the blacklist.

BIM Level 2

It's nearly two years since BIM level 2 was mandated, but what
exactly is it that the government require?

 

Around the web

Construction Index, 26
Mar
A timber frame construction
method involving robots is
used for the first time.

FMB, 26 Mar
Add £50k to a house's value
in just 7 days.

RICS, 26 Mar
New guidance for
neighbourhood plan
examinations.

UKGBC, 25 Mar
Calls for the government to
raise the bar on
environmental standards.

GCR, 23 Mar
The Miami bridge collapsed
during post-tensioning.

Wired, 22 Mar
Can digital forensics help
determine what happened
at Grenfell?

Construction Index, 23
Mar
Select committee raises
doubts about the Heathrow
third runway.

CIH, 22 Mar
Homelessness numbers are
a national disgrace.
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